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It is shown that the factorization T pq=T
p
 } T

q for tent spaces proved by
R. R. Coifman et al. (1985, J. Funct. Anal. 62, 304335) for p>q, q=2, holds true
for all 0<p, q<. From this certain strong factorization theorems are derived for
spaces H ps of fractional derivatives of H
p functions, and more general Triebel
spaces. In particular, it is proved that H ps =H
p } BMOAs . Applications considered
include characterizations of symbols of bounded Hankel operators H, : H p  H qs ,
complex interpolation of tent spaces, and Carleson measure theorems for
derivatives of H p functions.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We use the following notation: Rn+1+ =[(x, t): x # R
n, t>0] is the upper
half-space, 1(x)=[( y, t) # Rn+1+ : |x& y|<t] is a cone with vertex at x #
Rn, and B(x, r) is a ball in Rn of radius r centered at x # Rn. If E is a subset
of Rn then the tent T(E) over E is defined as the complement of
x  E 1(x) in Rn+1+ . In particular, if B is a ball in R
n, then T(B)=
[(x, t) # Rn+1+ : B(x, t)/B].
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For x # Rn, let
Aq( f )(x)={|1(x) | f ( y, t)|q
dy dt
tn+1=
1q
if 0<q<, and let
A( f )(x)=Nf (x)=sup [ | f ( y, t)|: ( y, t) # 1(x)]
be the nontangential maximal function of f. The tent space T pq=T
p
q(R
n+1
+ )
(0<p<, 0<q<) introduced in [CMS] consists of functions f such
that
& f &T pq=&Aq( f )&L p(Rn)<.
If q=, then T p is defined as the space of continuous functions f which
have non-tangential boundary limits a.e., and such that & f &T p=
&A( f )&L p(Rn)<.
It is shown in [CMS] that a similar definition of T pq with 1a(x)=
[( y, t): |x& y|<at], a>0, in place of 1(x) determines the same set of
functions T pq and defines an equivalent quasi-norm on T
p
q .
For a non-negative measure + on Rn+1+ we set
&+&CM=sup
B
+(T(B))
|B|
,
where the supremum is taken over all balls B in Rn. If &+&CM< then +
is said to be a Carleson measure.
We next recall the definition of T pq for p=. For x # R
n and 0<q<,
let
Cq( f )(x)=sup
x # B {
1
|B| |T(B) | f ( y, t)|
q dy dt
t =
1q
.
The space T q is defined as the class of f such that
& f &q, =&Cq( f )&L(Rn)<.
It is shown in [CMS, p. 320], that
T pq=T
p
 } T

q (1.1)
in the case p>2 and q=2. The proof given in [CMS] does not work for
p2, although it is easily carried over to the case p>q, 0<q<.
In Section 2 of this paper we give a proof of (1.1) for all 0<p, q<
based on a lemma of Amar and Bonami [AmBo].
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Theorem 1. Let 0<p, q<. Then (1.1) holds. More precisely, if
f # T p and g # T

q , then fg # T
p
q , and
& fg&T pqC & f &T p &g&T q ,
with a constant C which is independent of f and g.
Conversely, any function h # T pq can be factored as h= fg where
& f &T pC &h&T pq and &g&T q1. Furthermore, the function f # T
p
 in this
factorization can be chosen in the form f =F : where F is a positive harmonic
function on Rn+1+ , and :>0.
It is worth noting that these factorizations are constructive and are
actually end-point results. It is almost immediate from (1.1) that, more
generally,
T pq=T
p1
q1 } T
p2
q2 ,
1
p
=
1
p1
+
1
p2
,
1
q
=
1
q1
+
1
q2
, (1.2)
for all 0<p1 , q1 , p2 , q2.
Of course (1.2) may be considered known in many cases since it follows
from the complex interpolation results of [CMS] for 1<q1=q2<, and
extensive subsequent work, but the point is that (1.2) itself provides a more
direct route to those same complex interpolation results. See the discussion
of applications which follows.
In Sections 36 we consider some applications of the factorization of
tent spaces. Using well-known interpolation techniques for quasi-Banach
spaces (see, e.g., [CwMiS, K2, BeCe]) we show in Section 3 that the
complex interpolation space is given by
(T p1q1 , T
p2
q2)[%]=T
p
q , 0<%<1,
where 1p=(1&%)p1+%p2 and 1q=(1&%)q1+%q2 . This was estab-
lished previously by other methods in [CMS, AlMi1, AlMi2, BeCe] for
1<p1 , q1 , p2 , q2<, and in [Be] for 0<p1 , q1 , p2 , q2<. However, in
some end-point cases these results were incomplete. (See the discussion in
Section 3 of [Be].) In particular, (T q , T
p
)[%]=T
p%
q(1&%) , seems to be new
even for q>1 and p>1.
In Section 4 we show that our results on tent spaces yield strong fac-
torization theorems for certain spaces of holomorphic functions. Let H p be
the Hardy space on the unit disk D in the complex plane and let T=D.
For s>0 and 0<p<, we denote by H ps =[ f # H
p : Dsf # H p] the
HardySobolev space, and by H p&s=[D
sf: f # H p] the corresponding
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space of fractional derivatives of H p-functions. Note that (H ps )*=H
p$
&s
where 1p+
1
p$=1 (1<p<). In the case p= we use BMOAs=(H
1
&s)*
(&<s<), which also may be defined as the space of fractional
integrals (derivatives) of holomorphic BMO-functions.
It is known that f # H ps (0<p<, s<0) if and only if
|
T \|
1
0
| f (r‘)|2 (1&r)&2s&1 dr+
p2
|d‘|<.
More generally, we consider holomorphic Triebel spaces F ps, q (s<0) which
consist of holomorphic functions f such that
|
T \|
1
0
| f (r‘)|q (1&r)&qs&1 dr+
pq
|d‘|<,
if 0<p, q<. It is known that F ps, 2=H
p
s and F

s, 2=BMOAs (see [Tr,
FJ]).
We will prove the following factorization results which we state here only
for H ps -spaces. (See more general statements in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2
below).
Theorem 2. Let s<0, and let 0<p, p1 , p2<. Then
H ps =BMOAs } H
p, (1.3)
H ps =H
p1
s } H
p2,
1
p
=
1
p1
+
1
p2
. (1.4)
Theorem 2 answers a question of A. Volberg and also has applications to
the theory of Hankel operators discussed below. In the case s=&1 (for
functions f such that f $ # BMOA) (1.3) was obtained in a different way by
the first author in [Co]. A weaker version of (1.4), also for s=&1, was
found earlier by A. Aleksandrov and V. Peller [APe] in relation to the
similarity problem for polynomially bounded operators on Hilbert space. It
was shown in [APe] that H p&1 coincides with the space of functions which
can be represented as
f = :
N
i=1
gihi , gi # H p1&1 , hi # H
p2,
1
p
=
1
p1
+
1
p2
, (1.5)
where N=2 if p>1, N=4 if p=1, and N>4 if 0<p<1. It is worth
noting that in [APe] it is also proved that any f # H p&1 , p1, can be
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represented in the form (1.5) where gi # H &1 and h i # H
p, 1i4. It
would be interesting to prove an analogue of this statement for fractional
derivatives, and also to find out if a strong factorization (with N=1) holds.
In Section 5 we discuss a dual problem of characterizing bounded
Hankel operators acting in pairs of Triebel spaces. If , is a function
holomorphic on the unit disk D and ,(0)=0, then traditionally a Hankel
operator H, : H2  H 2 is defined by H, f =P&(, f ), where P& : L2(T) 
H 2 is the orthogonal co-analytic projection. This definition can be extended
to Triebel spaces F ps, q , as well as many other function spaces. Various
aspects of the theory of Hankel operators and their applications can be
found in [APe, JaP, JaPS, N, VTo, Pe, Wu, Zh], and the literature cited
there.
Using Theorem 2, we obtain the following characterization of Hankel
operators mapping H q spaces to H ps spaces (see Corollary 5.3 below), as
well as more general statements for F ps, q spaces.
Theorem 3. Let s>0, 1<p1 , p2<, and 1p=1p1&1p2 .
(i) If p1= p2 , then H, : H p1  H p2s  , # BMOAs .
(ii) If p1<p2 , then H, : H p1  H p2s  , # LipA(s+
1
p).
(iii) If p2<p1 , then H, : H p1  H p2s  , # H
p
s .
Theorem 3 generalizes the well known fact
H, : H2  H 2s  , # BMOAs , s0,
proved independently by S. Janson and J. Peetre [JaP], and A. Volberg
(unpublished). The case s=1 of statement (iii) is due to Aleksandrov and
Peller [APe].
As another application, we give in Section 6 a simpler proof of the
embedding theorems of Carleson type for derivatives of H p functions (see
[V1, L]); i.e., we use our factorization results to characterize the class of
measures + in the unit disk D such that the inequality
|
D
|Dsf (z)| p d+(z)C & f & pH p
holds, with a constant C independent of f # H p, in the difficult case
0<p<2. The estimates of this type with s=1, p=1 play an important role
in the proof of the H 1&BMO duality theorem.
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2. FACTORIZATION OF TENT SPACES
The following important inequality holds (see [CMS] and the literature
cited there)
} |R +n+1 u(x, t) v(x, t)
dx dt
t }C |R n Aq$(u)(x) Cq(v)(x) dx, (2.1)
where 1q+
1
q$=1, 1q. From (2.1) it follows that the dual of T
p
q is T
p$
q$
if 1p< and 1<q<. This duality relation remains true with some
modifications for q=1; in this case (2.1) may be replaced by
} |R nn+1 u(x, t) d+(x, t)}C |R n Nu(x) supx # B
+(T(B))
|B|
dx, (2.1$)
where + is a positive Borel measure on R n+1+ .
In this paper we will only need a weaker version (the Carleson measure
theorem) which corresponds to u(x, t)=| f (x, t)| p in (2.1$),
|
R +
n+1
| f (x, t)| p d+(x, t)C & f & pT p &+&CM , (2.2)
where 0<p< and + is a Carleson measure.
By P[ g](x, t)=Pt V g(x), where Pt(x)=C(n)(t( |x|2+t2) (n+1)2), we
denote the Poisson integral of g; the constant C(n) is chosen so that
&Pt &L1(Rn)=1. We also set P0t (x)=c(n) t
&n/B(0, t)(x), where c(n)&1 is the
volume of the unit ball so that &P0t &L1(Rn)=1, and
P0[ g](x, t)=P0t V g(x)=
c(n)
tn |B(x, t) g( y) dy
for g # L1loc(R
n). Obviously, P0[ g]CP[ g], where C depends only on n.
For q=2 the following lemma was proved in [CMS] in the case p>2.
The extension to p2 appeared in [Co].
Lemma 2.1. Let 0<p, q<. Suppose v # T p and w # T

q . Then
vw # T pq and
&vw&T pqC( p, q) &v&T p &w&T q .
Proof. We may assume that v and w are non-negative. Suppose first
that pq. Let g # L p( p&q). Note that pp&q is conjugate to
p
q , and that
d+(x, t)=w(x, t)q
dx dt
t
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is a Carleson measure. Using Ho lder’s inequality and (2.2), we estimate
|
Rn
|
1(x)
v( y, t)q w( y, t)q
dy dt
tn+1
g(x) dx
=C |
R +
n+1
v( y, t)q w( y, t)q P0[ g]( y, t)
dy dt
t
C |
R n+1
v( y, t)q P[ g]( y, t) w( y, t)q
dy dt
t
C \|R +n+1 v
pwq
dy dt
t +
qp
\|R +n+1 P[ g]
p( p&q) wq
dy dt
t +
( p&q)p
C &v&qT p & &N(P[ g])&
( p&q)p
L p(p&q) &w&
q
T q

C &v&qT p & &g&
( p&q)p
L p(p&q) &w&
q
T q
 .
In the last line we have used the estimate N(P[ g])CMg, where N is the
nontangential maximal function and M is the HardyLittlewood maximal
operator, together with the inequality
&Mg&L p(p&q)C &g&L p(p&q) .
The desired inequality follows by duality.
Suppose next that 0<p<q. Then using Ho lder’s inequality and (2.2)
again we have
|
R n \|1(x) vqwq
dy dt
tn+1+
pq
dx
|
R n
(Nv) (q& p) pq \|1(x) v pwq
dy dt
tn+1 +
pq
dx
\|R n (Nv) p dx+
(q& p)q
\|R n |1(x) v pwq
dy dt
tn+1+
pq
C &v& (q& p) pqT p \|R +n+1 v
pwq
dy dt
t
dx+
pq
C &v& (q& p) pqT p &v&
p2q
T p
&w& p
T q

=C &v& pT p &w&
p
T q
 .
This completes the proof.
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For a positive measure + on R n+1, the balayage of + with respect to P0
is defined by
P0*+( y)=c(n) |
1( y)
d+(x, t)
tn
, y # R n.
The next lemma is due to Amar and Bonami [AmBo].
Lemma 2.2. Let + be a positive measure on R n+1 and let
S+=P0[(P0*+)&1]. (2.3)
Then (S+) d+ is a Carleson measure and
&(S+) d+&CM1.
Proof. Let h( y)=P0*+( y), y # Rn. Estimate that, for any ball B in Rn,
|
T(B)
S+(x, t) d+(x, t)=c(n) |
T(B)
|
B(x, t)
h( y)&1 dy
d+(x, t)
tn
=c(n) |
Rn
h( y)&1 |
T(B) & 1( y)
d+(x, t)
tn
dy
c(n) |
B
h( y)&1 h( y) dy=|B|.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
For q=2 the first statement of the following factorization theorem
appears in [CMS] for p>2. Our proof based on Lemma 2.2 is valid for all
0<p, q<.
Theorem 2.3. Let u # T pq , 0<p<, 0<q<.
(i) There are functions v # T p and w # T

q such that u=vw and
(1) &v&T pC &u&T pq and
(2) &w&Tq1.
(ii) Furthermore, we may take v=hs where h is a positive harmonic
function and s>0. If n=1 then v may be chosen to be a holomorphic outer
function.
Proof. (i) Suppose u # T pq . Choose 0<r<p and let v=(P0[Aq(u)
r])1r.
Note that N(P0[ f ])CMf, where N(P0[ f ]) is the non-tangential maxi-
mal function of P0[ f ], and Mf is the HardyLittlewood maxima function
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of f. Hence NvC(M[Aq(u)r])1r. Since
p
r >1, it follows that Nv # L
p(R n)
by the maximal inequality, which proves that v # T p .
We next show that w= uv # T

q . Let & be a probability measure on R
n.
We will need the estimate
\| | f | &q d&+
&1q
\| | f | r d&+
1r
,
for all r>0, q>0, which follows from Ho lder’s inequality. Applying this
inequality with d&=P0t (x) dx and f =Aq(u), we get
v=(P0[Aq(u)r])1r(P0[Aq(u)&q])&1q.
Letting
d+(x, t)=|u(x, t)|q
dx dt
t
,
we notice that Aq(u)q=CP0*+ and rewrite the preceding estimate as
v&qCP0[(P0*+)&1]=CS+,
where S+ is defined by (2.3). By Lemma 2.2, &(S+) d+&CM1, which gives
|
T(B)
w(x, t)q
dx dt
t
=|
T(B)
v(x, t)&q d+C |
T(B)
(S+) d+C |B|,
i.e., w # T q . This proves statement (i).
(ii) We observe that if v # T p , then for any s>
1
p there exists a
harmonic function h such that |v|hs and hs # T p . Indeed, letting
h=P[(Nv)1s], we have
N(hs)(M(Nv)1s)s # L p(dx)
by the maximal inequality since sp>1. By statement (i), for any
u # T pq we have u=vw where v # T
p
 and w=
u
v # T

q . Since vh
s where
hs # T p , we get the desired factorization u=v1 w1 , where v1=h
s # T p
and w1=h&su # T q .
When n=1, the function hs can be replaced by f s, where f =h+ih , h is
a harmonic conjugate to h, and so f is the holomorphic function whose real
part is h>0. The proof of Theorem 2.3 is complete.
We next sketch a similar proof for discrete LittlewoodPaley spaces
f :, qp introduced by Frazier and Jawerth [FJ]. Let Q=[Q] be the family
of all dyadic cubes in R n. Let /~ Q be the L2-normalized characteristic
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function /~ Q=|Q| &12 /Q . For &<:<, 0<p<, and 0<q, f :, qp
is defined as the space of all sequences s=[sQ]Q # Q such that
&s&f p:, q="\ :Q # Q ( |Q|
&:n |SQ | /~ Q)q+
1q
"Lp(R n) <.
For p=, define f :, q as the space of s=[sQ]Q # Q such that
&s&f :, q=sup
P # Q \
1
|P|
:
Q/P
( |Q|&:n&12 |sQ | )q |Q|+
1q
<.
With the usual pairing (s, t) = sQtQ (s # f :qp , t # f
&:q$
p$ ) we have the
duality relation
( f :, qp )*= f
&:q$
p$ ,
for 1p and 1q.
Theorem 2.4. Let &<:<, 0<p<, and 0<q. Then
f :qp = f
:1q
 } f
:2
p ,
where :=:1+:2 .
Proof. Suppose s=[sQ] # f :qp . Let
,(x)= ( |Q|&:n&12 |sQ | )q /Q(x).
Then , # L pq(dx). Pick 0<r<p and let
tQ=|Q| :2n+12 \ 1|Q| |Q ,(x)rq dx+
1r
.
Then t=[tQ] # f :2 , p since
| sup
Q
(tQ |Q| &:2 n&12 :Q(x)) p dx=| sup
x # W \
1
|Q| |Q ,
rq dx+
pr
=| (M(,rq)) pr dx
C | , pq dx<+.
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We now show that [sQ tQ] # f :1q , i.e.,
:
Q/P \ |Q|
&:1n&12 } sQtQ }+
q
|Q|C |P| (2.4)
for all dyadic cubes P.
By Ho lder’s inequality
|tQ |q|Q| (:2n+12) q \ 1|Q| |Q ,rq dx+
qr
|Q| (:2n+12) q \ 1|Q| |Q ,&1 dx+
&1
. (2.5)
We will need the following lemma which is a dyadic analogue of
Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.5. Let [cQ] be a fixed sequence of non-negative numbers and
let | be a positive locally finite measure on Rn. Then
:
Q/P
cQ |
Q
d|(x)
 cR/R(x)
|P| | ,
where P, Q, and R are dyadic cubes.
The proof of Lemma 2.5 is obvious.
We now compete the proof of (2.4). Let cQ=|Q|&:n&12 |sQ |. Then by
Lemma 2.5 and estimate (2.5)
:
Q/P \ |Q|
&:1n&12 } sQtQ }+
q
|Q| :
Q/P
( |Q|&:1n&12 |sQ | )q |
Q
,(x)&1 dx
|P|.
Hence [sQ tQ] # f :1q .
The proof of the converse statement is similar to that of Lemma 2.1, but
requires some modifications. We consider here only the more difficult case
q<p. Let s=[sQ] # f :1q and t=[tQ] # f
:2
p , where :=:1+:2 . Let
,(x)=sup
Q
( |Q|&:2n&12 |tQ | /Q(x))
and
cQ=(|Q| &:1n&12 |sQ | )q.
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Note that , # L p and
:
Q/P
cQ |Q|C |P| (2.6)
for all dyadic cubes P.
Then using Ho lder’s inequality we obtain
&st&f p:q =| \ ( |Q| &:n&12 |tQ | |sQ | )q /Q(x)+
pq
dx
| ,(x) ((q& p) p)q \:Q ( |Q|
&:2n&12 |tQ | ) p cQ /Q(x)+
pq
dx
\| ,(x) p dx+
(q& p)q
\ ( |Q|&:2n&12 |tQ | ) p cQ |Q|+
pq
.
To complete the proof we will need the following lemma which is a
special case of Theorem 4(b) in [V2] (see also [M]).
Lemma 2.6. Let [cQ] be a fixed sequence of non-negative numbers. Let
| be a positive locally finite measure on Rn. Suppose that
:
Q/P
cQ |Q| |C |P|| (2.7)
for all dyadic cubes P. Then
:
Q
cQ*Q |Q||C | sup
Q
(*Q/Q(x)) d|(x)
for all *Q0.
By Lemma 2.6 with d|=dx and (2.6) it follows
 ( |Q|&:2n&12 |tQ | ) p cQ |Q|C | ,(x) p dx<.
Combining the preceding estimates we get st # f :qp . This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.4.
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Remark. Our proof of Theorem 2.4 holds true, contrary to that of [FJ]
for more general spaces f :, qp (|) with an arbitrary underlying measure | on
Rn (see [V2]): f :qp (|)= f
:1q
 (|) } f
:2
p (|).
3. COMPLEX INTERPOLATION OF TENT SPACES
Complex interpolation for T pq spaces,
(T p1q1 , T
p2
q2)[%]=T
p
q , 0<%<1, (3.1)
where 1p=(1&%)p1+%p2 and 1q=(1&%)q1+%q2 , was obtained by
different techniques in [CMS, AlMi1, AlMi2] in several special cases, and
in [BeCe] for 1<p1 , p2 , q1 , q2<. The quasi-Banach case 0<p1 , p2 , q1 ,
q2< was considered in [Be], for an appropriate complex interpolation
method.
We show that (3.1), including the end-point case
(T q , T
p
)[%]=T
p%
q(1&%) , 0<%<1, (3.2)
is a consequence of our factorization results.
It follows from the classical interpolation results of Calderon [Ca] that,
under some mild assumptions, (X, Y)[%]=X 1&% } Y % for Banach lattices X
and Y. Obviously, (T p1q1)
1&%=T p1(1&%)q1(1&%) , and (T
p2
q2)
%=T p2%q2% . Then by
Theorem 1, (T p1q1)
1&% } (T p2q2)
%=T pq , which yields complex interpolation for
1p1 , p2 , q1 , q2.
In the quasi-Banach case interpolation can be established in a similar
way using an extension of Calderon’s results due to Kalton [K2]. We
recall the notion of A-convexity introduced in [K1]: A complex quasi-
Banach space X is said to be A-convex if, for any X-valued function ,
holomorphic in the open unit disk D and continuous in D ,
&,(0)&XC sup
|z|=1
&,(z)&X ,
with a constant C which is independent of ,. It was proved in [K2] that
(X, Y)[%]=X1&% } Y% for separable quasi-Banach lattices X and Y which
are A-convex and have the Fatou property. (It is enough to assume that
either X or Y is separable.)
Note that X is A-convex if and only if it has an equivalent quasi-norm
& }& which is plurisubharmonic, i.e.,
& f &
1
2? |
2?
0
& f+eitg& dt
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for all f, g # X. It is know (see [K1]) that a quasi-Banach lattice X has an
equivalent plurisubharmonic quasi-norm if and only if X is r-convex for
some r>0, i.e., for any fi # X, i=1, ..., n, the inequality
"\ :
n
i=1
| fi | r+
1r
"C \ :
n
i=1
& f i&r+
1r
holds with a constant C independent of f i and n.
Let r=min( p, q). It follows from Minkowski’s inequality that T pq is
r-convex, and hence A-convex. Applying our factorization results we com-
plete the proof of (3.1) as in the Banach case.
4. STRONG FACTORIZATION FOR SPACES OF
HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS
Let f be a distribution on the unit circle T identified with the sequence
of its Fourier coefficients [ f k]k # Z such that lim sup |k|   | f k | 1k1. Let
f (z)=P[ f ](z)= :
k # Z
f kzk, z # D,
be the harmonic extension of f to the unit disk D. We say that f is a
holomorphic distribution if P[ f ] is holomorphic on D, and identify f with
its Taylor coefficients [ f k]k0 .
Suppose 0<p, 0<q<, and &<s<. Let \ be the function
defined on D given by \(z)=1&|z|. Let F ps, q=F
p
s, q(D), s # R, 0<p,
q, be the space of holomorphic distributions f such that for some
index :>s
& f &F ps, q=&\
:&sD:f &T pq<. (4.1)
Here D:, : # R, is the fractional derivative of order :, and T pq=T
p
q(D) is
defined as in the upper half-plane case with obvious modifications: f #
T pq(D), 0<p<, 0<q< iff Aq( f ) # L
p(T), where
Aq( f )(‘)={|1(‘) | f (z)|q
dx dy
(1&|z| )2=
1q
, ‘ # T,
where z=x+iy and the nontangential region 1(‘) is defined as the convex
hull of ‘ # T and the disk [z: |z| 12]. With similar modifications which
involve the nontangential maximal function
A f (‘)=Nf (‘)=sup [ | f (z)|: z # 1(‘)]
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and Carleson measures on D, we define T pq(D) and F
p
s, q for p= and
q=.
Note that F ps, q=F
p
s, q(D) is a closed subspace (consisting of
holomorphic distributions) of the usual Triebel space F ps, q(T) (see [Tr,
FJ]) of distributions defined on the unit circle.3
It can be shown that this definition is independent of : and for each :,
the topologies defined by the right hand side of (4.1) are equivalent. In par-
ticular, in the case s<0 we can choose :=0 so that F ps, q coincides with the
class of holomorphic functions such that \&sf # T pq .
Note that if q=2, 0<p<, then F ps, 2=H
p
s where H
p
s =[ f: D
sf # H p]
is the HardySobolev space of order s, and Fs, 2=BMOAs=[ f: D
sf #
BMOA]. In the diagonal case p=q, F ps, p=B
p
s is the holomorphic Besov
class. In the case s<0 it is known that B ps =A
p
&sp&1 , where A
p
; , ;>&1,
is the so-called weighted Bergmans pace of holomorphic functions such
that D | f (z)|
p (1&|z| ); dx dy<. If ;=0, then the Bergman space A p; is
denoted by A p. (See [Zh].)
As a corollary of our factorization theorems for tent spaces we have the
following result, proved in [Co] in the special case s=1, q=2 by a dif-
ferent argument.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose s<0, 0<p<. Then
F ps, q=F

s, q } H
p.
More precisely, if f # F ps, q , then there is an outer function F # H
p and a
function 8 # Fs, q such that
f (z)=F(z) 8(z)
and
(1) &F&H pC & f &F ps, q and
(2) &8&F s, q1.
Conversely, any function f of the form f =F8 with F # H p and 8 # Fs, q
belongs to F ps, q with the estimate
& f &F ps, qC &F&H p &8&F s, q .
Proof. Let u=\&sf, where f # F ps, q . Then u # T
p
q . By Theorem 2.3 we
can factor u as u=Fw where F is a holomorphic outer function satisfying
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3 Sometimes F ps, q is denoted by F
s, q
p . We use the former rather than the latter so that our
notation is in line with that used for Hardy spaces H p and Bergman spaces A p.
&F&H p&u&T pq and &w&T q1. Let 8=
f
F . Since \
&sf =Fw, \&s8=w and
therefore &8&F s, q1. This proves the first statement of the proof.
To prove the converse, suppose F # H p and 8 # F s, q . Then F # T
p
 and
\&s8 # T q . By Lemma 2.1 \
&s8F # T pq , i.e., F8 # F
p
s, q . The proof of
Theorem 4.1 is complete.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose s<0, 0<p1 , p2 , q. Suppose 1p=1p1+
1p2 . Then
F ps, q=F
p1
s, q } H
p2.
In particular,
H ps =H
p1
s } H
p2.
Proof. Suppose f # F ps, q . Then by the first statement of Theorem 4.1 we
can factor f as f =F8, where F # H p and 8 # F s, q . We can obviously factor
F as F=F1F2 where F1 # H p1 and F2 # H p2. Let F3=F1 8. By the second
statement of Theorem 4.1 F3 # F p1s, q , so f =F2F3 gives the desired factoriza-
tion. The converse follows from Lemma 2.1 as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is complete.
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 complement a factorization theorem of C.
Horowitz [Ho2] which says that A p=A2p } A2p, or, more generally,
A p;=A
p1
; } A
p2
; , if 1p=1p1+1p2 . In contrast to our results, this fac-
torization, as was shown in [Ho1, Ho2], is generally not possible under
the additional assumption that one of the factors does not vanish in D.
5. WEAK FACTORIZATION AND HANKEL OPERATORS
Suppose that , is holomorphic on D and ,(0)=0. Define the Hankel
operator with symbol , by H, f =P&(, f ) where f is holomorphic and
P& g(z)=k<0 g^kzk. In this section we characterize bounded Hankel
operators acting in pairs of F ps, q spaces, and discuss the closely related
problem of weak factorization.
If p$ and q$ are conjugate to 1p< and 1q<, then we have the
duality (F p&s, q)*=F
p$
s, q$ with the pairing
( f, g) =lim
r  1
1
2? |T f (r‘) g (r‘) |d‘|.
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This duality relation holds true for 0<q<1, 1p<, if we set q$= in
this situation. For 0<p<1, 0<q<, it is known that (F p&s, q)*=
LipA(s+ 1p&1). (See [FJ, Tr].)
In this section we denote by X, Y quasi-Banach spaces of holomorphic
distributions in D belonging to the family of F ps, q spaces, with duality
understood in the above sense.
Define the weak product X x Y (see [CRW, JaPS, T]) as the class of
holomorphic functions in D of the form f (z)=j=1 ui (z) vi (z), where
ui # X, vi # Y, and the sum converges on compact sets in D, equipped with
the norm
& f &X x Y =inf :
N
j=1
&ui&X &v i&Y . (5.1)
It is well known that the problem of boundedness of Hankel operators
is equivalent to the problem of weak factorization in the sense [JaPS,
VoT, T].
H, : X  Y*  , # (X x Y)*. (5.2)
The following characterizations can be found in the literature,
H, : H 2&:  H
2
;  , # LipA(:+;), if :>0, ;>0, (5.3)
and
H, : H2  H 2;  , # BMOA; , if ;>0. (5.4)
(See [Pe, JaPS, Wu].) Since
LipA(:+;)=(B1&(:+;))*, BMOA;=(H
1
&;)*,
it follows that (5.3) and (5.4) are equivalent, respectively, to the weak
factorization results
H 2&: x H
2
&;=B
1
&:+; , H
2
x H 2&;=H
1
&; . (5.5)
We observe that strong factorization obviously implies weak factoriza-
tion, and hence X } YX x Y. However, the converse is not true, since
X } Y is not necessarily a Banach space. It can be shown that, for X=H r
and Y=F ps, q , the Banach envelope of X } Y coincides with X x Y, which is
enough for applications to Hankel operators. Hence our results in Sec-
tion 4 and (5.2) yield generalizations of (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5) for Hankel
operators H, : X  Y*. However, to avoid complications which occur in
the case where X } Y is not a Banach space, we give a direct proof based
on strong factorization and duality.
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Theorem 5.1. Suppose 1<p, q<, and :>0. Let , be a holomorphic
distribution. Then
H, : H p  F p:, q  , # F

:, q .
Proof. Suppose H, is bounded from H p=F p0,  to F
p
:, q . We claim that
there is constant C such that for any polynomial F the inequality
} limr  1 |1 , (r‘) F(‘) |d‘| }C &F&F1&:, q$ (5.6)
is verified. For this, we may write F= fg where
&F&F1&:, q$=& f &H p &g&F p$&:, q$ .
It follows that
} limr  1 |T , (r‘) F(‘) |d‘| }= } limr  1 |T , (r‘) f (r‘) g(r‘) |d‘| }
=|(H, f, g ) |
C & f &H p &g&F p$&:, q$=&F&F1&:, q$ .
This establishes (5.6) and proves that , # F :, q .
Conversely, if , # F :, q it follows from duality and Theorem 4.1 that H,
is a bounded operator from H p to F p:, q . This completes the proof.
The following theorem covers the off-diagonal cases.
Theorem 5.2. Let , be a holomorphic distribution. Let 0<;<,
1<p1 , p2 , q<, and 1p=1p1&1p2 .
(i) If p2<p1 , then H, : H p1  F p2;, q  , # F
p
;, q .
(ii) If p1<p2 , then H, : H p1  F p2;, q  , # LipA(;+
1
p).
The proof of Theorem 5.2 is similar to that of Theorem 5.1, and makes
use of (5.2) and the duality relations for Triebel spaces stated above. In the
case q=2, Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 give the following corollary stated as
Theorem 3 in the Introduction.
Corollary 5.3. Let ;>0, 1<p1 , p2<, and 1p=1p1&1p2 .
(i) If p1= p2 , then H, : H p1  H p2;  , # BMOA; .
(ii) If p1<p2 , then H, : H p1  H p2;  , # LipA(;+
1
p).
(iii) If p2<p1 , then H, : H p1  H p2;  , # H
p
; .
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6. EMBEDDING THEOREMS FOR DERIVATIVES OF
H p FUNCTIONS
The following theorem was proved independently in [V1, L]. We give a
simpler proof based on our factorization theorem, which clarifies the result
and its connection with other embedding theorems for Bergman spaces.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose 0<p<2 and s>0. Suppose + is a positive Borel
measure on D. Let Bz=B(z, 1&|z|2 ), and let F(z)=+(Bz)(1&|z| )
1+sp, where
z # D. Then the inequality
|
D
|Dsf (z)| p d+(z)C & f & pH p (6.1)
holds for all f # Hp if and only if F # T 2(2& p) , i.e.,
|
T(I ) \
+(Bz)
(1&|z| )1+sp+
2(2& p) dx dy
1&|z|
C |I |, (6.2)
where C is independent of the arc I/T.
Remark. In the easier case p2 it is well known that (6.1) holds if and
only if
+(Bz)C(1&|z| )1+sp,
where C is independent of z # D.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. It is easy to see that (6.1) is equivalent to the
embedding H p&s /L
p(+), i.e.,
|
D
| f (z)| p d+(z)C & f & pH p&s . (6.3)
By Corollary 4.2, it follows that H p&s=H
2
&s } H
2p(2& p). Letting f =uv,
where u # H 2&s and v # H
2p(2& p), we see that (6.3) is equivalent to
|
D
|u(z)| p |v(z)| p d+(z)C &u& pH2&s &v&
p
H 2 p(2&p) . (6.4)
We will show that this reduces the problem to a pair of embeddings,
namely H 2&s L
p(&), where &=v p d+, and H 2p(2& p)L2p(2& p)(d+1)
(where +1 is defined below) which are easier to characterize.
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In fact, the latter is the classical Carleson measure theorem, and the
former is equivalent to
A(&)=|
D \
&(Bz)
(1&|z| )1+sp+
2(2& p) dx dy
1&|z|
<.
(See [Ol, L, V1].) Moreover, A(&)(2& p)2 is equivalent to the embedding
constant C in the inequality
|
D
|u(z)| p d&(z)C &u& pH 2&s .
It follows therefore by taking the supremum over all u # H 2&s that (6.4) is
equivalent to
{|D \
Bz |v(‘)|
p d+(‘)
(1&|z| )1+sp +
22& p dx dy
1&|z|=
(2& p)2
C &v& pH 2 p(2&p) . (6.5)
It remains to prove that (6.5) is equivalent to (6.2). Suppose that (6.2)
holds. Then
d+1(z)=\ +(Bz)(1&|z| )1+sp+
2(2& p) dx dy
1&|z|
is a Carleson measure. Since
|
Bz
|v(‘)| p d+(‘)+(Bz) sup
‘ # Bz
|v(‘)| p,
it follows that the left hand side of (6.5) is bounded by
{|D sup‘ # Bz |v(‘)|
2p(2& p) d+1(z)=
(2& p)2
.
By the Carleson measure theorem (see (2.1)),
{|D sup‘ # Bz |v(‘)|
2p(2& p) d+1(z)=
(2& p)2
C &N[sup
‘ # Bz
|v(‘)|]& pL2 p(2&p)
C &v& pT 2p(2&p)C &v&
p
H 2 p2&p , (6.6)
which gives (6.5).
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Conversely, (6.5) implies
{|D inf‘ # Bz |v(‘)|2p(2& p) d+1(z)=
(2& p)2p
C &v&H 2p(2&p) , (6.7)
for all v # H2p(2& p). Let v=(h+ih )r, where h>0 and h are conjugate har-
monic functions, and r> 2& p2p . By Harnack’s inequality inf‘ # Bz |h(‘)|
C |h(z)|. Let #= 2rp2& p>1. Then it follows from (6.7) that
{|D |h(z)| # d+1(z)=
1#
C &h&L#(T) ,
which proves that +1 is a Carleson measure and therefore (6.2) holds. This
completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Remark. A similar proof can be given for the following generalization
of Theorem 6.1 in terms of Triebel spaces (cf. [V1, Lu]): Let 8(z)=
+(Bz)(1&|z| )1+sp, where Bz is defined as above, and s>0. Then F p&s, q 
L p(D, d+) if and only if 8 # T q(q& p) when 0<p<q. In the case
0<qp it is easy to see that this embedding holds if and only if
+(Bz)C(1&|z| )1+sp.
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